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At an event in New York yesterday, Microsoft announced not only an updated Surface computer and a new noise cancelling headset, but it also announced the next version of Windows 10, an October 2018 update, that will be available immediately. This update will begin to be released to users by enabling automatic updates starting
October 9, but users can now update on demand. Windows Insider has been testing this update for a while, so the new feature is not surprising to Windows 10 enthusiasts. These updates are not the kind of updates that completely change the face of Windows, and they have fewer marquee features than previous updates, such as
timelines, My People, or upcoming set features. The October update continues with Microsoft's theme of connecting PCs to smartphones. While iPhone users get some integration, Android users, especially in this Windows update, get much more features for the interaction between their phone and PC. A company spokesperson told me
that Microsoft is working with Apple to get more integration, things like timelines will actually come to iOS through applications like Edge and Cortana. Android is much more open, especially with replacement launchers. There are a few minor updates that are not included in this list to help with security, accessibility, and productivity
features. In addition to Windows features, Microsoft has added new features to Office, such as integrating to-do tasks in Outlook. There are also new and redesigned emoticons, who doesn't love them? Read about our selection of the best new features in Windows 10 october 2018 update. Advertising This is probably the biggest new
piece in Windows 10 October 2018 update. It should make Android users happy, but it will be frustrating for iPhone users like me (and most of my contacts). The best features of the new app are: (1) It allows you to view photos taken on your phone and drag and drop them from your phone app to a Windows app;; (2) You can send text
messages from the PC app. (3) It allows you to see the timeline on the phone. You need to log in to the same Microsoft account in the Microsoft Launcher app on pc and Android devices. Android 7.0 and later is required for full functionality. Apple users will laugh at the idea that they have had these features between the iPhone and Mac
for many years; Mobile phones offer parity to Android and Windows users. Microsoft reps show that they are working with Apple to get similar features on your phone for the iPhone. And the timeline will come to iOS via the Edge app. Another upcoming feature is support for multiple phones - now it's just one-on-one. A cooler feature that
comes to mobile phones for Android users is basically an app mirroring that allows you to run Android apps on your PC. Try it with iOS apps, Mac users! This revamped clipboard gives you access to many previously copied items. This is long overdue for all computing platforms. Instead of syncing the Ctrl-V. clipboard to your Android
phone, you can also use Windows Key-V to access the list of copied items. Screen capture has long been a point of pride for Mac users, even though Windows has made good progress in the region over the past few years. What's new in Windows 2018 Update is the capability to view and use clipboard history and sync between PCs
signed in to the same account. There's also a new clipping utility called Snips and Sketches, which displays snapped screenshots and can use a digital pen. The new utility, which is being taken over by the Sniper tool, uses shift-Windows key-S to take screenshots, take screenshots, and then display a window in the lower-right corner to
ask if you want to display screenshots. It's very similar to MacOS Mojave's new screen capture tool, except for the added digital ink feature. It also appears in the clipboard history list, as described in the previous slide. The simple Cortana search panel has been completely redesigned. Now it's wider, with clear information about the type of
item you searched for, regardless of the document on your PC or web results. Sports clear tiles for apps, settings, documents, photos, and the web. When you enter a search for a Word document, you'll see the option to open the Word document, open the folder location, and copy the entire path. Apple introduced a more consistent dark
mode in the Moharbi update on macOS. And while Windows 10 has provided dark mode before Apple, it didn't apply continuously across the board like it did on macOS. Before the October 2018 update, you can get dark mode for the Dark Start menu, taskbar, task center, Settings app, and file explorer windows that are frequently used in
Store.Finally. Still, unfortunately, there are some legacy interface pieces that meander back into the less attractive design of Windows XP, such as device driver windows, sound configuration dialogs, and many troubleshooter utilities. The Edge web browser looks fast and nice (especially in dark mode with a fluent design) with unique tab
functions, built-in reading mode and online sharing. Windows 10 October 2018 update offers a lot of new features in the browser. What interests most people is the new settings that prevent web videos and sounds from playing automatically. Chrome used to offer this option, but now the lords of search ads think they should decide for you.
The browser also sports a redesigned settings panel similar to the main OS settings design, complete with clear and fluent design transparency. The tab design Clearly check the active tabs. You can now also customize the toolbar icon. There are also new color themes for browsers, learning tools, grammar tools, line focus (to help you
understand reading), and offline dictionaries. Edge's PDF display feature has also been revamped with a new menu. The phone has long swiped the keyboard to type text faster. Windows 10 October 2018 update will provide this feature to touchscreen PCs and tablets. SwiftKey learns writing styles to better predict what you're writing. If
you want to be hands-free, don't forget that you can type with your voice by tapping the microphone icon or Windows Key-H. Summoned from the game bar, Windows Key-G or Start menu, you can switch to game mode (which is an application that allows you to pool system resources into a full system resource game, release notifications,
record, and broadcast the game). It has been redesigned and now includes audio controls to suppress Windows updates during games. An earlier version of Windows's Sticky Notes had a fatal flaw: when you closed one, it was gone forever. The October 2018 update not only stores a history list of sticky notes, but also syncs them
between PCs. You can now share files directly to the redesigned Skype without opening the app in Explorer or Edge. Skype also lets you record calls, integrate with Do-Do to create tasks, provide encrypted calls and messaging, and customize chat bubbles. Ease of access Welcome to anyone used to sing their eyes on the screen to see
everything new in the display settings as a bigger choice. Microsoft has also improved Narrator and Magnifier. Windows Defender is now simply called Windows Security. Virus and threat protection has been improved and the redesigned Fluent interface is now more understandable. Ransomware protection locks folders in trusted apps.
The Windows Security pane now has a Security Providers page where you can access Norton, McAfee, ESET, or the protection tools you have installed. Further reading Windows 10 review Microsoft Windows 10 has became a routine document format for everyone because Microsoft Windows 8.1 PDF files can be opened regardless of
the operating system used. Pdf files were first created so that you can't change them, but there are a variety of free PDF editors available for you, as well as paid options for signing, editing, and digitally signing PDF files. In addition, because PDF files can contain images, tables, charts, and other data as well as text, you now have PDFs
as Word converters and PDFs as Excel converters. There are also a variety of document scanning software to help you convert paper documents into PDF files for digital use and storage. So it's good to have the basics, For readers, it can be much more useful to have a PDF software so that you can use the add-ons, so you can make the
most of the PDF files you use. Here we feature the best PDF readers available now in Windows.The best PDF editor: Adobe Acrobat Pro DC needs to edit PDF, just can't see? It's free, but for professional results, Adobe Acrobat Pro DC is a tool for you. It gives you complete freedom to create PDFs from scratch and edit existing
documents without fuss, on desktop or mobile. Do you want your company or service to be considered for this buyer guide? Please email your request to the URL desire.athow@futurenet.com the purchase guide in the subject line. Best PDF reader for Windows at a glance: Adobe Acrobat DCFoxit Phantom PDF Power PDFSoda
Complete PDF Ultimate (Image Credit: Adobe) Software giant Adobe not only pioneered PDF, but also created a very popular and comprehensive application to effectively manage these documents. Adobe Acrobat Document Cloud provides tools for downloading, converting, and editing PDF files on computers, tablets, and smartphones.
The software allows you to use your smartphone camera to capture all your documents and turn them into high-quality PDFs. There is also a new file comparison tool that analyzes two PDF files quickly and accurately to find the differences. This can be useful if you want to compare different drafts of the same task. In addition, when you
create a PDF document using Acrobat, smart files are sent that you can edit, sign, share, and search for. You can also use the built-in preview feature to see what your document looks like in different screen sizes and resolutions. If you're writing a letter or sending an important form, you can add a signature using the Acrobat app on a
touchscreen-enabled device. If you are interested in purchasing Acrobat, you can choose from two offerings. An acrobatic standard DC that you can create, edit, and sign PDF documents. However, it only works on Windows devices. Acrobat Pro DC, meanwhile, provides access to all the features listed and is also compatible with Mac
devices. (Image Credit: Fox) has developed an affordable PDF editing appFoxit sophisticated PDF management applicationFoxit has developed a sophisticated PDF management application, Phantom PDF is being promoted as a tool far beyond PDF view, providing a range of cloud-based tools that you can create and customize
documents on a scale. Described by the company as a 'transformative' PDF application, the software provides sophisticated management, security, and collaboration capabilities while creating and modifying PDFs. For example, you can manage who has access to your document, track who will open it, notify readers of document updates,
and send document requests to colleagues. The software also sports a full suite of useful editing tools. You can change the layout of a document, rearrange paragraphs, columns, and pages, or create a document. It's more professional, including stamps, watermarks, headers, putters and more. You can also merge PDFs and split them
into new files. If you are mulling a purchase, the good news is that there is a free trial so you can test the software first. Another notable PDF management software platform for individuals and businesses is Power PDF, an easy-to-use software that allows you to create, edit, select, and share documents. It is used by many large
organizations and governments. There are several versions of the software, all of which offer different features. Standard editions let you create, convert, combine, edit, fill out forms, and share PDF files. Scan and OCR capabilities also allow you to convert documents such as invoices and receipts to PDF. Meanwhile, power PDF
advanced packages are aimed at business users. It offers all the same features in the Standard Edition, while providing collaboration, security, and re-fixes everywhere. With the cloud, you can access your documents anytime, anywhere, anytime. Companies can also get quotes for volume licensing of software. Along this path,
businesses get one deployment package with a single license. (Image credit: Lulu Software) Nifty cloud-based management suiteLulu Software has developed a variety of easy-to-use PDF management applications for individual users and businesses. Soda PDF is the company's flagship product, with access to a full suite of cloud-based
PDF tools at home or through the Premium Edition. Software allows you to review, report, send, and track documents in a single, comprehensive user interface. You can also link soda PDFs to Google Drive, OneDrive, Dropbox, Evernote, and Box Accounts to easily download and distribute documents. Another good thing about the
application is that it come with a batch function that allows you to create and convert multiple PDF files at the same time. There is also an electronic signature feature that you can use to prepare and send PDF-based contracts to customers or partners. You can also track all the documents you distribute through the app and get reminders.
In addition, if you use a variety of devices within your company, the software will work not only on Windows, but also on Mac, Linux, iOS and Android devices. (Image Credit: Soft Xpansion) Beginner PDF Editing SuiteSoftXpansion has developed a complete PDF Ultimate that is described by the company as an 'all-in-one' application for
processing PDF files. Available directly from the Microsoft Store, this user-friendly software is great for viewing, editing, and creating PDF documents. Features include the ability to edit page content, create interactive forms, annotate existing documents, as well as convert, combine, and split files. You can also add electronic signatures
and encryption to important business files. PDF Exchange is a rich free PDF editor Features. In addition to being able to view, create, and edit PDFs, there are additional options for OCR and digital sign documents. PDF-XChange Editor Plus is an upgraded version that allows the creation and editing of PDF forms. PDF Exchange Editor is
a freeware, but you can pay a nominal fee to get support and version. Nitro PDF Reader is another free PDF reader that allows users to read, edit and lys take a PDF file. Nitro PDF offers a couple of key differences in many of the other free PDF software, though. The first is that it allows the creation and editing of PDF forms. The other is
that it has a stylish and simple interface that uses tab menus, making it look like it was inspired by Microsoft Word in its presentation. Shares and signatures are also available. STDU Viewer - a.k.a., Science and Technology Document Utility Viewer - is a freeware viewer that works with multiple file formats. It aims to be an all-in-one viewer
for the most common file formats used in scientific documents such as PDF, TIFF, DjVu, XPS, JBG2, WWF, FB2, TXT, TCR, PalmDoc (PDB), MOBI, AZW, EPub, and DCX, as well as providing a variety of supported image file types. It comes with a tab interface, multilingual support, and also works with multilayered text documents and
can be converted into single-layer document files. Adobe Reader DC may be the most famous read-only viewer for PDF files. The positives include the stated goal of not being free, but also to allow you to view PDFs regardless of the operating system used. Negatively, of course, you can't edit and annotate files in a free viewer and you'll
need one of the options above to do it. Also, check out the best free ebook readers. Readers.
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